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HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY
Cobscook Bay and the Bold Coast
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Goals and Purposes of the Survey:
1.

To id e n tify h is to ric resources o f tw o coastal zones in
W a sh ing ton C ounty:
- the Bold Coast between Cutler and Lubec
- C obscook Bay from Lubec to Perry

2.

To id e n tify and describe h isto rica l areas th a t contain
m u ltip le resources o f s ig n ifica n ce and to indicate th e ir overall
s c e n ic q u a litie s

3.

To make recom m endations fo r p rio ritie s in the
p re s e rv a tio n /c o n s e rv a tio n o f these h is to ric

4.

To in d ica te areas o f fu rth e r in vestiga tion
p re s e rv a tio n /c o n s e rv a tio n
p la n n in g

areas

v ita l fo r

This Executive Summary highlights the content of the survey report, following the
format of the Table of Contents.

I) HISTORIC AND SCENIC RESOURCES REPORT:
In order to identify significant historic resources in the two coastal zones and
establish priorities for the preservation of Historic Areas, a p relim inary cultural
resources survey was needed. A cultural resources survey provides a systematic
inventory of cultural resources (archeological sites, houses, industrial buildings, farms,
schools, wharves, etc.) in a defined area. Such a survey is not concerned solely
w ith in d ivid u a l houses or fa cto rie s, but considers how the visual elem ents of
an area fit together. The aim is to reveal the interrelationships of clusters of structures
in village or hamlet, in the open countryside or along a stream suited as a water power
source. These are termed cuiturai landscapes, the patterns shaped by human activities
that come into focus through careful analysis. The economic development of an area and its
ecological foundations are uncovered. Resources that exemplify these factors are determined
to be of special significance.
The aim of this survey is to document and prioritize the significant cultural resources
of Cobscook Bay and the Bold Coast. Washington County has not been surveyed before. Indeed,
few parts of the country have. What follows represents the first necessary steps. The work
should be considered Phase I of the survey. Recommendations for a second Phase are included.
This emphasis on whole landscapes falls into a new class of planning literature termed
"ru ra l preservation." The National Park Service, administrator of the National Register

for Historic Places, has developed a category of listings termed Rural H isto ric D istricts,
rejecting this new way of interpreting and conserving cultural landscapes.
It is important to note that although listing on the National Register provides minimal
protection for a site (impact review if federal funds are involved, limited tax benefits for
structures that yield income) it has proven to be an influential planning tool. N ational
R eg iste r lis tin g provides a c o n te x t fo r other preservation a c tiv itie s and can
be very helpful in raising community awareness.
This report has been prepared using the National Register's G uidelines fo r
L o cal H istoric D istricts and a publication on Rural Historic Districts in the National Park
System. If nomination to the Register is chosen as part of the preservation strategy for any
of the areas described, the materials in this report will directly contribute to that effort, as
well as to the general preservation effort. Such concepts as "h is to ric context and
s ig n ific a n c e ," "th e overall in te g rity ” o f a landscape, and "d o cu m e n ta ry
e v id e n c e " are part of the analytical tools used to prepare nominations and are referred to in
this report. This survey provides the basis for planning not only land conservation strategies,
but also for preservation of the built environment as well.
Many of the resources identified are under intense development pressure as that term
is usually understood. Some have been preserved because of poverty, a few because of
positive interest. Sometimes pure ignorance of the value of the resources has resulted in a
type of preservation by neglect.
All this is changing. Outside developers are eyeing the Bold Coast and the farm fields
and woodlands along the shores of Cobscook Bay. Local people are buying what the national
and international economies provide, mobile and modular "affordable" homes and TV satellite
dishes. The appearance of the settled areas is changing, and new gravel roads are built
leading off to tempting views. These activities all threaten traditional landscapes and access.
Since so little formal research has taken place in Washington County, it is important
to note that this report is a preliminary and timely effort. The scope and m ethodology
sections should be considered before reading further. Field work (primarily through
"windshield surveys"), documentary research (town reports, histories, maps and listings
recorded in the Maine Register), and meetings with the State Historic Preservation
Commission were used to collect existing information, develop the historic contexts of
identified resources, and to analyze landscape elements.
H istoric Areas Sheets were then developed describing twelve specific Historic
Areas in the region. These sheets are included at the end of the report. Using this
comparative format, preservation needs were assessed and priorities established. Certain
historical resources are regarded as more important than others for four reasons:
-

They
They
They
They

well represent typical activities of an area.
reveal important historic contexts.
have "integrity."
overlay important scenic and/or natural resources.

II) HISTORIC CONTEXTS:
As noted above, it is now part of national policy to identify and assess rural historic
and scenic resources. In determining their significance, "h is to ric contexts" must be
considered. A brief definition from the Register Guidelines follow:
"[A h is to ric context is] a broad pattern o f h isto rica l developm ent in a
co m m un ity or its region, that may be represented by h is to ric a l
r e s o u r c e s ."
In the survey region, an example is Cutler Harbor. The harbor itself, fishing-related
structures (wharves, sheds), village center, and remaining saltwater farms on the harbor
shores exemplify a landscape formed by a combination of ecological and economic factors
yielding, in this case, a fishing and farming community.
A number of broad themes have been identified by the National Park Service in
establishing historic contexts. The following are of prime importance for coastal Washington
County:
- Subsistence Activities: Agriculture and Fisheries
- Industry: Extraction and Processing
- Transportation and Commerce
These context themes (and related activities) have been developed for the study region and
are identified on each Historic Area Sheet. The greater the number o f resources
present e xe m plifyin g an h is to ric theme, the m ore s ig n ifica n t the area. This is
true for Cutler. Furthermore, the overall integrity of the resources evident in Cutler make it
a strong candidate for preservation.
Historic Periods have also been identified to provide coherent periods for study and
evaluation, from the prehistoric era to the mid-20th century. A rch e olo g ica l resources
in the coastal zones are abundant and are included on the Historic Area Sheets and in
the evaluations.

Ill) FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Three p rio rity levels fo r p re servation a ctio n are recommended a n d
summarized below. The significance and preservation needs for the first and second priority
areas are outlined below. Also included in the first priority level are four potential trails
using historic roads and railway lines. The Historic Area Site Sheets at the end of the report
provide more detailed information for all the areas. Four keyed maps follow (specific
boundaries are suggested in each Historic Area Sheet).
1)

FIRST PRIORITY HISTORIC AREAS (no o rd er of significance indicated):
C utler

Rural and H is to ric Scenic Area (Sheet #2)
S ig n ific a n c e :
First level of priority. Fishing and farming village of the 19th century
with great integrity of architecture and function.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Conservation easements on key visual/historic resources. No
development of headlands proper.
Determine eligibility for listing as a Rural Historic District on the
National Register.

H arbor Ham lets H is to ric and Scenic Area (Sheet #3)
(B a ile y's M istake, Haycock and Moose Coves)
S ig n ific a n c e :
At Bailey's Mistake: A landscape of great integrity displaying typical functions
of a 19th century coastal hamlet, with farming and harvesting of the sea
predominating. Contains important scenic resources and natural areas of
significance.
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: Typical small Bold Coast settlements
where the natural environment provided opportunities for fishing and farming.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Pursue Rural Historic District nomination for Bailey's Mistake. Conservation
easements on key scenic and historical resources. Encourage limited
development projects if development is to occur at all.

Falls Island Scenic and H isto ric Area (Sheet #8)
(Falls Island, Crows Neck, Mahar Pt., Denbow Neck)
S ig n ific a n c e :
Scenic and natural area values are very strong — including bald eagle nesting
sites, seal haulouts, and tidal pool by Trescott public landing (listed on State
Critical Areas inventory).
This was the area in Cobscook Bay of earliest settlement by French Acadians,
then British Americans.
From a cultural resource standpoint, it is the rich archeological resources,
both prehistoric and historic, that make this area highly significant. One major

prehistoric site was field tested in 1987 and is most likely an eligible National
Register site. This Historic Area has far more prehistoric sites (I3) than any
others considered in this study.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Conservation and scenic easements; outright purchase of key scenic points to
prevent development, or, facilitate limited development. Encourage efforts to
further document archeological sites and determine eligibility for National
Register listing.
*

Dennys

R iver S cenic and H isto ric Area

(Sheet #10)

S ig n ific a n c e :
Lincoln House Inn (1978) and Dennysville Historic District (1982) on National
Register. An area of multiple significance illustrating the social history of the
coastal area extremely well -- with the landscape a product of a variety of
human activities involving natural resources use. Shows connection with outer
world from earliest settlement, through railroad era, to modern
automobile/truck era.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Area should be considered for a Rural Historic District nomination to the
National Register, to include the cultural area of the older village Historic
District as a center.
Conservation easements to include visual buffers for village area down river.
Where further building likely, encourage limited development to preserve
scenic and archeological resources.

Pennamaquan H isto ric and Scenic Area (Sheet # 1 1 )
(P em broke area)
S ig n ific a n c e :
Pennamaquan Wildlife Management Area under protection now.
Chas. Best House, West Pembroke on National Register (1982).
Settlements shaped in the 19th century by ironworks and opportunities for fish
processing and woodland industries.
Valley and estuary necks have important preservation potentials, as dn W°st
Pembroke (south end on hill), Pembroke (northeast end), and Sipps Pt.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Archeological test excavations at pre-historic sites and the probable location of
an Afro-American family farmstead of the 1790s at Sipps Pt.
Nomination for Rural Historic District to include villages, necks, and the river
valley. Conservation easements on key scenic and farm parcels on the necks.

Shore-to-Shore

Trails

and

Railroad

Right-of-Ways:

P orcupine M ountain T ra il (W ilco x S ettlem ent to B ailey's M istake
The 1881 Atlas shows this as a road between North and South Trescott.
The DeLorme Atlas shows it as a dotted line.
Y ellow

B irch M ountain T ra il (W hiting to Cutler)
In 1881 this was a main road up from the village on the harbor to
Whiting. The current DeLorme map shows a dotted line most of the
way, though there is a mile or so without marker in an upland marsh.

E llsw orth to Calais Railroad Line
The tracks are still down and the State DOT has asked for proposals to
operate the line. The Trust should encourage this development since it
means much to the economy of the region. If, however, the railroad
should come to be abandoned, it would be wise to encourage a "rails to
trails" project. The right-of-way goes through some wonderful country.
A yers

J u n c tio n to E a stp o rt R igh t-o f-w a y (?)
The track along this way has been lifted. The legal status of the rightof-way is not known. This must be investigated.

2) SECOND PRIORITY LEVEL:
Bold Coast Coves H isto ric and Scenic H istoric and Scenic Areas
(Sheet # 4)
S ig n ific a n c e :
Prehistoric archeological sites; single homes in coves of fishermen/farmers.
P re se rva tio n Needs:
Preservation easements on the areas described in the Historic Areas sheet,
allowing access for traditional uses. Possibly encourage limited development in
character with historic patterns if development is to take place.

West Quoddy Head/So. Luboc Natural and Scenic Area (Sheet #5)
S ig n ific a n c e :
Preserved Natural Areas: Quoddy Head State Park with upland bog and bold
coast; shoreland bog with rare and endangered plant species.
The area was a saltwater farming/fishing settlement for people possibly
primarily engaged in fishing and fish processing.
Scenic qualities strong and natural area protection important.
P re se rva tio n Needs:
Buffers for natural areas already protected and protection for the extensive
flats. Possibly easements for properties with some interesting structures.
Marshes may now be privately owned and should be protected.

S tra ig h t

Bay Scenic and

H isto ric

Area (Sheet #7)

S ig n ific a n c e :
Natural and scenic values are of considerable significance. Prehistoric
archeological sites are likely; area has not been adequately surveyed.
An area of scattered settlement with a village center. Classic saltwater
farming with part-time fishing included.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Wherever possible negotiate conservation easements with landowners,
especially at areas of greatest scenic and archeological significance.

Mill

Creeks

H is to ric

Areas (Edm unds, W h itin g ;

Sheet #9)

S ig n ific a n c e :
Contemporary farm and lumbering operations functioning within historic areas;
some of the few working farms in the surveyed coastal zone.
IHobart tidal dam site noted by early surveyors and developed in the late 18th
century. Crane’s Mill dam still largely intact.
P re se rva tio n Needs:
Preservation easements on land surrounding dam sites. Crane's Mill area would
be a fine resource for walking and picnicking if purchased and managed by the
State. Pursue options for farmland preservation.

3) OTHER HISTORIC AND SCENIC AREAS:
No. C utler H is to ric and Scenic Area (Sheet #1)
No. Lubec Scenic and H istoric Area (Sheet #6)
Birch

Pt./Pigeon

H ill

Scenic

Area

(Perry,

Sheet #12)

IV) TASKS FOR CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY, PHASE II
1)

O rg a n iz a tio n a l

S tra te g y

Maine Coast Heritage Trust has taken a very important first step towards the
preservation of significant cultural resources along the Bold Coast and Cobscook Bay. It is
hoped that the Trust will continue this leadership role as more detailed preservation
strategies are developed.

2)

Further

In v e s tig a tio n

Field

of

H igh

P rio rity

Areas

S u rve y:
1) Locate additional resources likely from evidence indicated by the historic
context statements.
2) Ascertain the extent of above ground level archeological resources.
3) Determine the architectural character of specific structures in an area and
the incidence of different forms and styles. This will provide more complete
information for the Historic Area Site Sheets.

L ib ra ry

and

A rc h iv a l

In v e s tig a tio n :

1) Read town histories and commemorative books on social institutions and
churches to enlarge the historic contexts. Review town annual reports for
information about schools, roads, taxes, and businesses. Read the Maine
Register for the years before 1850 and after 1920. Look for any evidence of
French Acadian settlement.
2) Use histories of mining, ironmaking, shipping, shipbuilding, lumbering,
farming, and the development of transportation and communication to connect
local historical contexts to the national picture.
3) Study the Population and Agricultural Censuses of 1850, 1880, and 1910 to
determine changing occupations and land use patterns and to enlarge the
historic contexts.
4) Analyze storekeepers' and other business records to reveal the nature of
economic activities, of markets and commercial rates, and farm and business
relationships.

HISTORIC AREAS OF
COBSCOOK BAY
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HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES SURVEY
Cobscook Bay and the "Bold Coast"

HISTORIC AND SCENIC RESOURCES REPORT
I) GROUNDWORK
1)

A

P relim inary

C u ltu ra l

R esources

In v e n to ry

This document reports on the first steps taken to do the necessary survey and
inventory of historical, archeological and other cultural resources of coastal
Washington County between Cutler and Eastport. It also provides an inventory of
scenic, or what are sometimes called visual resources, that are found in association
with the cultural resources. In doing so it is intended to fall into that new class of
planning literature that comes under the heading of "rural preservation/conservation."
It looks at whole farms, fishing hamlets and other settlements of various forms, old
centers of waterborn transportation, rights of way that were once major connectors
of communities on the coast with ones on the main roads. It is not concerned with
individual houses or archeological sites, but with complexes of structures and
remnants that give a picture of life in the past and of how people used the natural
resources available to them in the coastal area. It is concerned with landscapes as
wholes. These are the patterns in the natural environment that humans have imposed
as they have farmed, fished, cut lumber, sawn wood, made flour, built ships, smoked
fish, caught lobster, canned sardines, sought to shelter their families, and carried out
community activities such as going to church, Grange or Masonic Hall.
2)

Resources

Under

Pressure

The Washington County coastal area between Cutler and Eastport is remarkable
for its historic, scenic, and natural resources. What is also remarkable is that until
very recently these resources have been largely ignored. Some local people and those
from "away" who have made seasonal homes there have learned to appreciate the
beauties of an old "Cape Cod" traditional house, a fantastic view from an isolated
headland, or the intimate traces of a saltwater farm found in plantings remaining
around an old cellar hole. Others know of the remains of an iron foundry, a grist or
saw mill on a rushing stream and something of its history of the place that at one time
meant so much to the local economy. Many have seen the "working landscape" of
Cutler itself, still a fishing village, and the waterfront at Lubec with its sardine
packing plant so suggestive of the 1920s and McCurdy's herring smoke house which
gives the flavor of the last century.
Those with an interest in places of ecological significance often know of the
Carrying Place Cove Bog and have visited perhaps on one of those foggy days in the
summer when it becomes easy to slip back several thousand years in time when
walking along the spongy surface. But very few know of the wonders that can be seen
along the old rights-of-way in Trescott Township that were once roads connecting the
harbor hamlets of the Bold Coast with Whiting and West Lubec. Few have had the

opportunity to stroll slowly along the edges of the saltwater farms by the historic
smokehouse, one of the few remaining along the Maine coast, to the bold headlands at
Bailey's Mistake. The privilege of walking that bold coast is limited to the trails at
West Quoddy Head State Park. Yet there are places of natural, scenic and historic
importance in the spectacular area between there and the Cutler highlands.
These invaluable resources are under pressure. The Bold Coast is being
subdivided into parcels for speculators to hold for quick profit. They are well aware of
the scenic qualities of the area. Their advertisements in southern Maine and out-ofstate newspapers reveal this.
But they have limited awareness of the historic or
natural resources and their sensitivity. Real estate taxes are going up. The former
saltwater farms and the woodlands along Cobscook Bay will come into the hands of
those who may be sensitive to the seductive beauties of the area, but have little
appreciation for the historic, archeological or other cultural resources hidden away.
Nor will they wish to have traditional forms of access by local people for clamming,
fishing and hunting continued. "No trespassing" signs will go up and both local people
and visitors will be excluded.
Some resources are protected, of course. Carrying Place Cove Bog is part of
West Quoddy Head State Park as is the short stretch of bold coastline from the Bog to
the edge of the lighthouse property.
However, the lighthouse itself is not protected
and soon will be tended electronically. At the end of Leighton's Neck in Pembroke is
Reversing Falls Park. It overlooks one of the natural wonders of the area, the rapids
that can be seen and heard twice a day through different phases of the swift-running
tides of Cobscook Bay. But the scenic qualities of Falls Island and Race Point that one
so clearly enjoys from the Park are entirely unprotected. So is the wonderful stretch
of Straight Bay along Crows Neck with its subtle historic resources and its still hidden
archeological treasures that include a possible 18th century tidal mill site.
The list can go on. For every resource that is protected, several of different
sorts stand just outside the area of protection. Cobscook Bay State Park provides a
touch of nature for campers and a scenic prospect. Close by is unprotected Crane's
Stream with the remains of an old mill. There are prehistoric Native American sites in
the area that need to be investigated and protected.
Survey and inventory of these resources has been limited. The State Planning
Office has partially developed an ecological Critical Areas List. Preliminary efforts to
survey prehistoric and historic archeology resources have begun. There have not been
time or funds for the detailed survey work required for the most important
archeological sites to oe listed on the National Register. Some historic structures in
settlements have been described in published books. A few of these have been placed
on the National Register and can benefit from the very minimal protection from
impacts of Federal projects that that listing offers. Outside of the village centers, no
historic structures or remnants of past industrial, primary processing or commercial
structures have been systematically inventoried or evaluated.

3) Scope

This report is the product of a preliminary field survey of historic structures
and landscape remnants. Some key published sources about individual towns in
libraries and archives (especially The Maine Register) were studied to establish
historic contexts. The field work was facilitated by the authors' knowledge of the
area, especially that of Hawes who has spent summers there for the past twentyseven years. The highways and byways of the coastal area from Cutler village to
Lubec, and from North Lubec around to the borders of the city of Eastport were
surveyed. Roads paralleling tidal river watersheds were followed so that a sense of
ecological areas could be gained.
4)

M ethodology

The field work was conducted as a "windshield survey." Armed with maps
from the first survey of the coastal area in 1785, the 1881 county atlas maps, and
contemporary DeLorme atlas and Geodetic Survey Maps, the authors travelled the
roads of the area, and recorded various features and patterns. Following this initial
field work, the data was recorded and analyzed on the Historic Area Survey forms.
After the preliminary survey, issues of The Maine Register (every ten years from
1821 to 1940) were analyzed to determine economic activities carried out in the
towns that might have left structures and patterns in the landscape. This process
identified the needs for further field work and refined conclusions drawn from the
preliminary survey.
As stated in the survey goals, the purpose of studying maps and books was to
produce preliminary "historic context" statements to guide the surveyors to the
various historical and archeological resources of the coast, especially those that might
not be readily apparent in the windshield survey. Maps prepared by the surveyors
employed by Rufus Putnam in I785 were particularly helpful in locating early mill
sites. In addition to serving as a means to locate resources in the field, these historic
contexts were used to assess the significance of the various resources and to help
establish priorities.
This report presents its findings in the form of preservation recommendations
for what are here termed "Historic Areas." This term is
the same as the term
"Historic Districts" used by the National Register in its nomination process. (It should
be noted, however, that some of the "historic areas" described may be appropriate for
fisting and protection on the National Register.) The Historic Areas defined are
geographical regions that include not only resources that can be strictly termed
'historic" (typically above-ground structures of various types), but also include
archeological and scenic features. Often these cultural resources overlay significant
ecological ones. It should be apparent that when this is the case, an area of great
significance is at hand, one that should have a high priority set for its protection.
In this report recommendations are presented for priorities in three groups,
those areas that deserve first consideration, a second group of high priority areas,
and a third category for ones of lower priority. Certain historical resources are
regarded as more important than others for four reasons: I) they represent typical
activities in the coastal zone; 2) they reflect well the various historic contexts

applicable to the area; 3) they have "integrity," a term used by preservationists that
is described below; and 4) they overlay important scenic resources and/or natural
areas.
The concept of "integrity" is important in this survey, as it is for all
preservation and conservation work, whether historic or natural resources are being
considered. The term describes resources in which enough basic elements,
structures, and parts of the landscape are present to be able understand the functions
of a farm or a community as part of a broader context. Some examples are
necessary.
For instance, on a saltwater farm all the structures that were of
importance are still present, or, at the site of a former mill, there are traces of all
the structures that were required to operate the mill's business. In the case of a
village the key activities and a representation of the structures in which those
activities went on are present. Cutler is an excellent example of this. The fact that the
natural features that made the place such an excellent harbor are still unspoiled and
provide a "frame" for the village and its outlying saltwater farms give Cutler
"integrity," making the area a top candidate for preservation efforts.
5) H abitat and

Environm ent, An A p p reciation

At the meeting places of land and sea, human activities and human-built
structures are shaped fundamentally by the topography and climate, soils and water
courses. The Bold Coast from Cutler to West Quoddy Head and the rugged shores and
waters of Cobscook Bay testify to this abundantly. Historic human settlement and land
use patterns simply had to "fit in" or they would not have lasted. There is much to
learned from this, as witnesses to human adaptability and wisdom in resource use.
The harbor hamlets of Bailey's Mistake, Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove all
speak of the adjustments that humans needed to carry out in order to live along the
Gulf of Maine with its long winters, dense fogs, cold waters, and limited agricultural
lands. On the grand coves of the Bold Coast, well-hidden from people driving on the
road paralleling the coast, are a few old houses and cellar holes that hint at
adjustments of life patterns as well.
At the heads of the estuaries of the Whiting, Dennys and Pennamaquan rivers,
villages developed to take advantage of the resources that these special locations
offered. There was the softwood timber that grew on the acidic soils, the potential
power that tide and river provided, and the good year-round docking places that the
upper and lower reaches of the estuaries offered.
The herring and sardine fisheries could flourish because these village settings
offered ideal locations for processing the catch and shipping by sea or land. The Maine
Register shows sardines being produced in Lubec and Pembroke after 1890 and smoked
herring after 1900. From Lubec they were shipped by boat. From Pembroke after 1898
they could go by rail, for the Sunrise Route was available. Since the mid-eighties they
have had to go by truck, since the railroad was shut down.
Between these villages (the Pembrokes, Dennysville, and Whiting) and along
Cobscook Bay to Lubec occur protected coves and streams suitable for tidal dams or

mill-pond powered saw and grist mills. Here the resources of the woodlands could be
turned into boxes and barrels needed for shipping the herring and salt fish, into
shingles and laths for houses, and into lumber and timbers for construction. In Cutler
these developments took place as well. Not so along the Bold Coast. There topography
and water courses were not suitable.
At least until the 1890s shipyards turned the woodland resources into graceful
sea-going vessels, rugged coasters and workboats for sea, bay, and estuary. The
Pembrokes and Lubec were centers of these activities. How much evidence is actually
remains in the landscape is not clear. In the Dennysville area, on 'Shipyard Road," is
an empty field sloping gently to the estuary that cries out the location of the road's
namesake. Dennysville was never as large a shipbuilding hub as the other three
villages, but the Maine Register does show that in 1855 and again from 1880-1920
there was at least one shipbuilding firm. Lubec has at least one boat building shed left.
Perhaps there are others elsewhere in the study area, as well as remnants of yards
for larger ship construction. The detailed field work suggested for Phase II may reveal
these resources.
As important as the resources of woodland and sea were, the products of farm
families helped make this region of the coast liveable. Around the villages on rolling
land, down the long necks named after people who settled so early that there are no
land records of their coming, and along the Bold Coast coves and harbor hamlets there
were farm fields. For us to learn what these "anonymous" people raised, what they
kept and what they sold, there are records still to be studied: the Federal Population
and Agricultural Census schedules, local government records and storekeepers'
accounts. A study of carefully chosen historic inhabitants (as recommended for Phase
II of this Cultural Resources Survey) will help determine the nature of farming and
land use in the areas with the highest preservation priorities. This includes the type
of farming that went on in such an unlikely spot as the rugged terrain surrounding
Hamilton's Cove.
A very brief and selective look at the 1850 Population Census manuscript
schedules reveals that North Trescott/Crows Neck and neighboring Leighton's Neck
were farming areas. Unlike in Cutler or along the Bold Coast in the Town of Lubec, the
occupation of male heads of household and the older teenage sons was exclusively
listed as "farmer." The broad fields leading down to the Pennamaquan estuary on the
north side of Leighton's Neck are still open and the farm landscape presents
considerable integrity. This is not still the case on the south side of Leighton's Neck
and across the Whiting "River" at Crows Neck. There, many fields have given way to
alders, spruce, and fir except where older locals and some in-migrants have kept them
open for haying or for views.
The basic historic context, then, of both the Bold Coast and the estuaryindented shores of Cobscook Bay is a natural environment where land and sea met.
There are a series of ecotones, as the ecologists call them, places where several
ecosystems meet. Here there are to be found diverse resources for thriving food
chains and networks. For humans there have been abundant opportunities for "fit in"
and to utilize in various ways what we call "natural resources."

In "fitting in," what evolved for most of the 19th century were fairly
sustainable life patterns. Also created were settings that we regard as "scenic" and
structures such as houses, barns, dams and smokehouses that we regard as "historic"
and in certain settings as "picturesque." Sometimes these exist in clusters that
reveal interrelated functions of the past giving the landscape a quality of "integrity"
as defined by the National Park Service and the National Register. These are all visible
cultural resources. There are hidden ones, as well. Archeological resources provide,
to those who know how to carefully uncover and "read" them, evidence of the lives of
Native Americans in the "prehistoric" era and afterward, French Acadian and early
British settlers. These prehistoric and historic archeological resources need to be
taken into account in determining preservation priorities as well as the above-ground
ones. This preliminary Cultural Resource Inventory seeks to do this.

Part II) HISTORIC CONTEXTS
1)

In tro d u c tio n

It is now part of national policy to identify and assess rural historic and scenic
resources. When these resources are judged "significant" and fall into defined clusters
around which boundaries can be set based on overlays of physiographic, ecological and
political data, as well as the historical, they can be listed on the National Register of Historic
Places. Part of the process of judging significance is the consideration of "historic
contexts." As brief definition of an historic context from Guidelines for Local Surveys.
National Register Bulletin No. 24 (I985, p. I4) is: "A broad pattern of historical development
in a community or its region, that may be represented by historic resources." A longer
definition in Cultural Landscape: Rural Historic Districts in the National Park System (I984,
p. 34) regards linkages with regional and national history.
A number of broad themes have been identified as important in establishing these
contexts. One of these, "Maritime Resources," was developed by the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission in a recent multiple resource nomination of lighthouses and
associated structures to the National Register. Others are expected to be developed by the
Commission over the next few years, since their preparation has been requested by the
National Register in Washington. In its Guidelines. Bulletin No. 24. the Park Service has set
forth other broad themes that are part of the examination of historic context (pp. I04-I06).
The following are judged of primary importance for the study area considered in this Cultural
Resources Survey:
- Subsistence: Agriculture and Fisheries
- Industry: Extraction and Processing
- Transportation and Commerce
All of these are what are commonly called "economic activities," though in Bulletin No. 24
these are not recognized as falling into a single group. In the category termed "functions and
uses" the following are also included: "domestic, government, education, religion and
defense." In this report, these are briefly and collectively treated under "Part IV: Other
Functions." This is because most of those "functions and uses" occur in areas of dense
settlement. In this Survey we are primarily concerned with larger patterns of economic
activity that shaped whole landscapes, not just portions of dense settlements. It is the
landscape patterns formed by the meeting ground of ecology and economy that are identified
as Historic Areas. We are operating with a broader concept than the "historic districts" of
the sixties and seventies (the Dennysville Historic District nomination form is an excellent
example of this). For we wish to reveal the connections of land and sea and the areas shaped
by these connections, a concept more broadly termed "rural historic districts."
2)

H isto ric

Periods

The following is an initial attempt to provide coherent periods to study and evaluate
the Historic Areas defined in this survey:
To 1500 — P rehistoric Period: Hunter-gatherers in single and multi-seasonal
camps and settlements.

1500-1760 —
H isto ric Period:
Acadian farmers on the coast.

Native American hunter-gatherers and French

1760-1820 —
B ritis h -A m e ric a n s e ttle m e n t to sta te h o o d:
Agriculture,
tidal and fresh water power mills established, woodlands harvested, fisheries
developed.
1820-1890 — Regional econom y d e ve lo p s: Region is linked by the sea with
the national and international economies.
1890-1950 — In d u stria liza tio n o f resource use: Sardine canneries opened
after 1890, pulpwood harvest after 1920. Railroad, then car and truck revolutionize
transportation patterns. The Bold Coast and Cobscook Bay Historic Areas become fully
part of the national economy.
3)

S o u rces

fo r H isto ric C ontexts

One primary source was used almost exclusively to provide the data to establish the
historic contexts, the Maine Register. There was time to consult the volume for the year
1855, the yearbook that was published in 1870 and then every ten years afterwards. The data
was recorded on cards to enable comparison, then analyzed and compared Town by Town.
This is a source that presents pictures that have statistical validity, and are more precise
and comparable than those provided by the usual Town histories. However, two such
histories were used and proved valuable: Carl K. Hersey, et al, Pembroke Sesquicentennial
1832-1982 (Machias, 1982, 79 pp.) and Robert Kord, Down East to Cutler: The History of a
Maine Town (Rockford, IL, 1985, 107 pp).
In Phase II of this survey it will be important to survey the Register for listings of
activities and people in the decades before the 1850s and after the 1920s. In addition, other
Town histories, Town annual reports and more general histories of shipbuilding, seafaring,
lumbering and food processing need to be studied. Selectively, Federal Census schedules and
local government records for Towns with Historic Areas of high priority should be examined.
The results of archeological digs should be digested. If possible a few selected trial digs
should be supported in order to determine the likely patterns of Native American and French
Acadian resource use.
4) H is to ric
Sea
A)

C ontext

Them e —

S ub siste nce : A g ric u ltu re and H arvest o f the

Native American Land and Resource Use:

Inventorying of possible prehistoric archeological sites of significance was done in the
1920s and the 1970s. Records of these preliminary surveys are held in the office of the State
Historic Preservation Commission in Augusta. They indicate a scattering of sites all along the
coast, with some areas of exceptional density. Of particular importance is the Falls Island
Historic Area with thirteen sites within its boundaries. According to Arthur Spiess, State
Archeologist, some were probably seasonal sites, others were used through several seasons.
None have been excavated extensively and only one has been "tested" as archeologists define
this term. This tested site is within the Town Park at the end of Leighton's Neck in Pembroke,
and was investigated the summer of 1987 when the road system was being worked upon. The
site was judged to be of National Register significance. Spiess indicated that if time and funds
were available to permit testing of other sites a number of them would likely be of National

Register quality. The sheets for each of the Historic Areas indicate the general locations and
number of sites under the category of "Archeological Resources.
A set of maps has been supplied by Dr. Spiess; exact locations are not pinpointed. In
contrast to historic structures which are better protected the more people learn of their
significance, the opposite is true of archeolgocial sites. Too many generations of "pot
hunters" have taught archeologists not to reveal where camps, shell heaps and other evidence
from prehistoric peoples are to be found. These sites are data sources and if carelessly dug
lose their usefulness.
It would make sense to include testings of selected sites judged of significance by the
State Archeologist in Phase II of this survey.
B)

French Acadian

Land and

Resource Use —

1600*1760:

Scattered here and there in town histories and in the memories of local families are
hints of settlement of parts of the study area by Acadians of French ancestry. The Pembroke
Sesquicentennial history mentions early British settlers who moved on to cleared fields left
by Acadians. Memories of a family, the Kelleys, who used to live at the end of Crows Neck
indude the tale of an Acadian women who returned in spirit form. When the British soldiers
had come to remove all the Acadians in the 1760s, she hid her baby in a drawer and was taken
away herself. What other tales like this are there?
The Historic Area where these hints are found is the Falls Island Area, including the
ends of Crows, Leighton and Denbow Necks. This is also a significant area archeologically,
with the greatest number of prehistoric archeological sites. In Phase II, the various Town
histories of the study area should be examined to see what more might be learned of these
obscure people.
C)

B ritis h -A m e ric a n

Farm ers

—

1760-1950:

Farming was important in all the Historic Areas. This must have been true not only
for the early settlers of the coves and harbors of the Bold Coast but also for those living on
the ends of the necks of Cobscook Bay. Place names on Putnam’s survey maps of 1785 list
Denbow Neck, "Latins" (Leighton's) and Mahar Points in Historic Area No. 8. These family
names are still common in the study area.
The 1850 Federal Population Census schedules for a few of the Towns in the study area
were examined, including Cutler, Trescott and the Bold Coast south of Lubec. With the
relevant pages of the Washington County Atlas of 1881 listing the names of household heads and
the location of their homes, an effort was made to see which families were there thirty years
before. This is possible since the census takers followed the same routes
A definite geographic stability of families is very evident. The increase in the number
of households with the same family name, but with different initials fits right in. Those new
initials are often children of the 1850s families. All these names let us know that we are in
the correct area. It is clear that in I850 the males in households on Crows Neck in North
Trescott and Leighton's Neck in Pembroke regarded themselves primarily as farmers. Cutler
was different. There males described themselves as farmers or fisherman, millmen, laborers
and seamen. Certainly some of the latter must have been part-time farmers, and some of
the Crows Neck and Leighton's Neck men must have ben part-time fishermen as Joe Kelley
later was. The families living on the road that went from South Lubec along the Bold Coast

Coast part-way included one that included fishermen, and two (Hamilton and Johnson) that
described themselves as farmers. The fisherman's family was at the end of the road, just
as they were in 1881 on the Atlas. For in 1850 there was no road connection to South
Trescott, and the census taker had to stop at their place.

By I9I0 there may have been some farmers who specialized. The Maine Register for
that year shows two potato dealers in Lubec, and one in North Lubec (Historic Area No. 6) in
I920. Of course it may be that they simply bought from farm families that had a surplus, but
it is not unlikely that at least a few produced for the market. How long had this been going on?
Were the potatoes for cities along the Atlantic coast, for overseas, or for shipboard
consumption? Also in I920 in Lubec several people were described as "livestock raisers"
including names of people who still have farms in North Lubec. There are no signs of similar
specializations in the other Towns evident in the Maine Register. This raises more questions
about specialization that should be answered in Phase II.
Today there are working farms in North Lubec, Edmunds and possibly Pembroke. The
Bell brothers are active in the Crane's Mill area as their father was, and no doubt their
grandfather and possibly his father. Attention needs to be paid to ways to help all of these
farmers remain in business. For as "the market" is structured these days, the odds are
against them. Yet the knowledge of the land and the skills of diversified farming that the
people in the study area carry with them should be vital parts of a preservation effort.
D)

B ritis h -A m e ric a n

Fisherm en

—

1760-1950:

The earliest British adventurers along the coast were there often to carry out
seasonal fishing and processing ventures. Whether there are sites related to these activities
in ttie study area is not known. Certainly there were fishermen among the British settlers on
the coast by 1785. Rufus Putnam's maps give names of places and bodies of water that
indicate a familiarity with the area by people whose lives were dependent upon the sea one
way or another. There was Bailey's Mistake, Moose Cove, Littler River (Cutler) and Little
Machias. Cobscook Bay, Straight Bay and Pennamaquan Bay were all identified.
The 1850 Population Census schedules reveal that there were fishermen at Cutler, in
BaiSey's Mistake and at the end of the road from South Lubec along the Bold Coast. Phase II of
this Cultural Resource Survey should involve some further investigation of the Population
Censuses to see shifts in occupation patterns in these areas as well as the others judged of
firs ! priority.
There are clear indications that fishing was important in the 1890-1920 period. Robert
Kord in his history of Cutler states that the first weirs were built in 1893.
But it is very
likely that there were ones earlier there and in the coves along the Bold Coast. The abundance
of people involved in the smoked herring industry between 1890 and 1910 according to the
Marne Register indicates that either they or their neighbors were active in the fisheries. So
does the presence of sardine canning plants in the Lubecs and Pembroke from 1890 onward.
Investigation of the volumes of the Register every ten years after 1920 would expand the
picture, as would investigation of the technologies of fishing during the whole period from
1760 to the present. These investigations would be appropriate to do in Phase II in a very
directed fashion.

5)

H is to ric

A)

M ining:

C on text

Them e—

In d u s try :

E xtra ctio n

and

P rocessing

Extraction and processing of ores was of some significance in three of the Historic
Areas. The 1881 map of Cutler shows a "Johnson Silver and Copper Mine" on the Eastern
Knubble to the north of the harbor. The Trescott Mining and Manufacturing Co. is listed
between 1880 and 1920 in the Maine Register. Possibly it owned the site on the Lead Mine
Road indicated by the U. S. Geodetic Survey map. Pembroke had a Gardner family member
involved in brickmaking in 1853 and again 1890 in the Register. In the latter year there was a
brickmaking enterprise in Perry, but where it was located in the Historic Area (no. 12)
identified for that Town is not known.
Probably the most important industrial cultural resource within the study area was
the Pembroke Ironworks with its furnace, foundry and rolling and nail mills. It traces its
origins back to the 1830s. The heyday seems to have fallen within the 1850s and the 1870s.
The Pembroke Sesquicentennial history says that the ore and coal were brought in during this
period, the coal replacing charcoal that had been made locally. However there is on the
Geodetic Survey map an Iron Mountain north of the Pennamaquan River, not too far from
where the ironworks were located at the Lower Falls. Could it be that the ore originally came
from there? The map shows no roads or trails leading to it, but perhaps locals know of
some. One can imagine what charcoal making would have done to the woodlands of the area,
and that perhaps it became necessary to import coal. But where did the coal come from?
What about the ore? Why did it become necessary to import it? Did the quality of local ore
go down? According to the authors of the history, operating with coal and ore brought in
meant that by the 1870s the works were non-competetive. But they also point out that the
manager's house burned down in that decade and was never rebuilt. The place seems to have
had "agents" to manage it. Were the owners distant business people who lost interest in the
local enterprise? Was that the real reason for the works being shut down? Was this the
first version of a story that has become too often retold in Washington County's economic
history, of the local firms that are bought out and who then become subject to decisions made
elsewhere?
B)

W oodland Harvest and Processing

Woodland harvest and processing are still extremely important activities in the
Cobscook Bay areas. On the Bold Coast they are still important if for no other reason than the
ownership of a major coastal woodland parcel by Hearst Corp., the successor to the
Pejepscot Paper Co. The latter first shows up in the Maine Register in 1920 as a "pulpwood
operator." In communities from Cutler eastward, pulpwood companies appeared in that year.
There must have been a considerable impact on the landscape. Why 1920, whether there
were significant technological advances that enabled large scale use of pulp or simply
industrial reorganization and tapping of new markets is not yet known. Nor is whether there
were processing facilities in the study areas. Today there are none.
Today there are a few sawmills in Pembroke but none appear to be located in historic
sites. In the 1760-1890 period sawmills were erected where water power was available.
Putnam's maps of 1785 indicate that there were mills in the following Historic Areas: in the
Dennysville area (Historic Area no. 10) on Cathance Creek at the elbow of the Dennys River
and in the Edmunds area (no. 9) at the mouth of what became known as Crane's Mill Stream (a
tidal mill). Putnam's surveyors identified "mill seats" (presumably good sites for mills) in the

following areas: No. 7 on the west side of Straight Bay (tidal), No. 9 in Edmunds on the Little
Falls Brook (now Hobart Stream); no. 10, in Dennysville above and below the confluence of
the river with Cathance Stream; no.11 at what became known as the Lower Falls of the
Pennamaquan where the Ironworks was to be. A mill seat was also indicated at what was to
be known as the Upper Falls as well. One mill seat was indicated on the Putnam maps of the
Bold Coast at Moose Cove
These mills could have been for sawing lumber or the other products commonly listed
in the Maine Register later, or for milling flour. It will probably never be known what was
produced at these early mills. By I855, it should not be surprising that there were individuals
or firms in Whiting, Edmunds, Dennysville, and Pembroke involved in lumber production. Some
of these names are found in two Towns: Bell and Crane in Whiting and Edmunds; Allen and
Lincoln in Edmunds and Dennysville. The latter two also had lath and shingle mills,
presumably part of the same operation. The patterns continued into the latter part of the
century and on into this one. Lincolns and Allens are found in successive Registers. So are
Bells; the present generation of Bell brothers is involved with woodswork.
Other names came onto the scene. Pembroke had the firm of Hayden-Pattangall & Co.
which was involved in a variety of enterprises in I855 and afterwards; and L. L. Wadsworth
& Sons, the family that produced general agents for the Ironworks. Both firms produced lath
and shingles as well as lumber. By I890 there were fewer woodland-based enterprises listed.
A "Steam Saw Mill" was operating in West Pembroke. Did it use wood or the coal that now
for the first time was being offered for sale in the Town?
C)

G rist M ills:

In I855 the Maine Register lists two grist mills in "Lubec" one of them probably in
North Lubec (Comstock). Also listed is one in Dennysville owned by the Lincolns. By I880 in
Trescott Isaac Esley had a grist mill (was it on Straight Bay?). In North Lubec, the Comstock
family still had one listed in I890 and I900. In West Pembroke, a Hobart had a "steam grist
m i" (part of the saw mill operation?). No grist mills were indicated in the study areas after
I9K3. Was this because the business was concentrated in Machias and East Machias or was
packaged flour being sent in from Midwestern sources for retail?
D)

Sea Harvest P rocessing:

Two means of processing fish first appear in the Maine Register in I890, sardine
canning and herring smoking. What the situation was before is not clear. The I855 Register
lists forty "fish dealers" in Lubec, twice as many as in neighboring Eastport and by far the
longest list of any place in the State. Four box makers were located in West Lubec and three
barrel makers (also three of the latter in Pembroke). Some of the barrels must have been
for salted fish, and most, if not all, of the boxes for smoked fish.
a)

Smoked herring:

Not until I900 are people listed in the Maine Register who did "smoked" herring. That
year there were sixteen men involved in South Lubec, three in West Lubec (on Straight Bay?)
and eighteen in Lubec proper. North Cutler had fourteen and one person in Cutler itself. In
I920 most of the individuals and firms were no longer listed. What had happened? Was there
a change in market demand? Consolidation? Did a few large producers run the small ones out
of business? What was the scale of the technology in I900 and I9I0? Is what remains in
Lubec as a functioning enterprise (McCurdy's) or in Bailey's Mistake (an empty smokehouse on

scuth side of the estuary) an example of a large scale enterprise using traditional methods but
more space, workers, and capital? We cannot fully assess the significance of the two
remaining structures without answers to these questions..
Looking backwards from 1900, had the producers who appeared in 1900 been around
long before, or had their fathers and grandfathers? The I88I maps of Little Machias Bay has
lots of the same names and in the same order that they were listed in the Maine Register.
Were these people involved in herring processing then?
b)

Sardines:

Canneries are listed at the beginning of the decade before any smoked herring
enterprises. Here, too, Lubec was the leader in numbers. Four were listed for Lubec proper
in 1890, three for North Lubec including the Lawrence Packing Co. whose buildings were torn
down a few years ago, and one in South Lubec. Pembroke had one cannery in that year. One
under another name existed in 1900, and now four others were in West Pembroke. Cutler had
one cannery in that year. In Lubec proper there were now two firms, in North and South
Lubec one each, and one in West Lubec (was this on Straight Bay?
The story can be followed to 1910 and 1920 only with great difficulty in the Maine
Register. Some older firms continued; new ones appeared. What is evident from other
sources, including the reminiscences of one of the key players, Julius Wolff, is that there
were all sorts of combinations and recombinations that were typical of that era in our
economic history. Whether there was any net positive benefit for the economy and people of
the study area is not certain at all.

6) H is to ric
A)

C ontext Them e: T ra n sp o rta tio n

and

Commerce

S h ip b u ild in g :

In 1855 two centers of shipbuilding were clearly Lubec and Pembroke. Dennysville and
Whiting each had one ship builder listed; but Lubec had three and Pembroke eight, including the
Hayden-Pattangall & Co. who were also involved in lumber production. People in the other
trades associated with shipbuilding were present as well: Lubec and Pembroke each had four
shipjoiners, Lubec had one sparmaker, Pembroke two; Lubec had two riggers, Pembroke had
one, and each had a sailmaking firm. Each had three shipsmiths. In addition, Lubec had two
boatbuilders.
In 1880 two ship builders were listed in Lubec, and six in the Pembrokes. Lubec now
had two sail making firms, Pembroke one. Two ship joiners were in Pembroke, but only one
now in Lubec. The trades of rigger, sparmaker and shipsmith were no longer represented.
Dennysville still had a shipbuilding firm, but different one than in 1855, now T. W.
Allan & Son, the sawmill company.
By 1900 no more shipbuilders were listed in Lubec, although sailmakers were still in
business, a different firm in that year and 1910. Shipbuilding had stopped in the Pembrokes by
1900 also, but there still was a sailmaker in West Pembroke. Lubec continued to have a few
boat builders right up through 1920, including Frank Hallet in North Lubec. In Dennysville the
Allan firm was not listed after 1900, but there was a Lyman W. Pushee who described
himself as a ship carpenter in 1910 and 1920. The Dennysville Shipyard Corp. was listed in
1920. Did it have its place on Shipyard Road?

Clearly the shipbuilding era for the two major settlements of the study area had
ceased by 1900, and perhaps even in 1890 was coming to an end. What was the relationship of
these developments to the regional and national picture? Why were there fewer specialized
tradesmen in 1880? Surely they were all still needed. What was the secret of the
Dennysville shipyard? What did it produce in the declining age of the wooden work vessels?
Answers must await Phase II.
B)

Shipping:

This is an activity of importance that could have resulted in buildings and other
structures. But there has been no investigation of this topic.
C)

T ra n sp ortation in the Horse Era:

The 1855 Register gave information about the stage routes in the study area which
would give hints about possible facilities of import. Pinkham's U. S. Mail went from Machias
through Marion to Dennysville and on to Calais via Charlotte. It took 24 hours for the
journey. A branch mail went from Dennysville to Pembroke and Eastport, taking three hours.
Lubec was served by another line that went through Whiting, Trescott, and West Lubec from
Machias. The trip took five hours. Two times a week there were special stages connecting
with the steamers from Calais and St. John.
Associated structures with these routes were hotels and livery stables. The Register
in 1855 listed no hotels or inns in either Lubec or Pembroke, and two each of the stables.
The stables in Lubec had "public houses" associated with them. The public house in Pembroke
stood alone. Dennysville had a public house run by G. W. Wilder, but no livery stable.
Of
course the livery stables in Lubec and Pembroke were certainly also used by people doing
business in these trade center.
The listing of "hotels" after I870 seems to have been a bit erratic. Dennysville and
Pembroke each had two places listed in I870, Lubec and Cutler one each. Lubec had nothing
listed in I880, while in Pembroke there were the Pennamaquan House and the Gardner House.
The first of these continued to be listed through I9I0, the second through I920. The Pembroke
Sesquicentennial history has old photographs of both of these structures, it is not yet certain
if they still exist. Lubec had three hotels listed in I890, one owned by I. E. Rier who was also
one of the four proprietors of a livery stable. Pembroke had several hotels listed beside the
ones that had existed ten years before, and two "summer hotels." None of these were still
present in I900, however.
Nothing was listed for Dennysville in I880, but by I890 the Riverside Inn was included,
and its listing continued right through I920. That structure is still present, though it is now a
private home. The exterior still looks like a small country hotel with all of its character.
Cutfer had one hotel listed in I880, that of F. W. Thurlow. Could it have been in the home of
"Mrs. Thurlow" at the end of the road by the Eastern Knubble that is on the I88I map? In I890
the Little River House and Hotel Cutler were open for business. The latter continued through
I9I0 under the ownership of the Cutler Improvement Company. Cutler had a new listing in
I9I0, and another in I920.
Whom did these places serve? Traveling salesmen, seamen, boarders working in mill
or cannery, the "sports" or summer guests? In North Lubec a "summer hotel" was listed in

IS*DO. Does the building still exist?
traditions need to be consulted.

It was not recognized in the field survey. Local oral

"Carriages and wagons" first appear as a listing in the Register in 1880. In Edmunds E.
Ennis was listed in this category, and in Lubec, C. B. Cleave, but that was the only year in the
decade-by-decade search that they were found. Whiting had the Cranes who from 1880
through 1920 were listed. No makers or repairers were ever listed in Cutler or Dennysville,
and the latter is surprising given its function as a junction of stage travel.
Pembroke seems to have been a center for the business, with three listed in 1880
only, another person in 1890 and 1900, one in 1900 only and another in 1910 only. West
Pembroke had one firm in 1890, and another in 1910. The only listing in 1920 was for a
wheelwright, J. P. Thompson. In Lubec the same I. E. Rier who had run the livery stable and
hotel in 1890 is found in the 1900 listing as a wheelwright. Clearly the 1910-20 period was a
dividing point in this mode of transportation. The section after the next one will make clear
D)

The W ashington County Railroad:

While the county was one of the first places in the United States to have any railroad
mileage (Whitneyville to Machiasport) it was surely one of the last to have a railroad with
regular passenger and freight service.The story is well told in The Sunrise Route
(Zimmerman). Only one of settlements was near to the railroad line that was built in the
1890s, Dennysville. The new line had a branch that went to the island seaport of Eastport,
but unlike the old stage routes, it started well above Pembroke in Ayers Junction.
The railroad brought new kinds of structures to the study area, many of them pictured
in the book. None seem to be left at Dennysville Station, but perhaps there are some at other
points along the line. How much the line changed commercial relationships and routes is not
dear. Indirectly it could have had some impacts on the Lubecs and Cutler, but their exports
probably continued to go by sea.
Today the branch line to Eastport does not have its rails and ties, but the status of the
right-of-way is not clear. This should be determined. The line from Machias through
Dennysville Station and Ayers Junction is still useable, and was taken over by the State
Department of Transportation last year. Presently the DOT has requested proposals for lease
and operation of the line.
E)

The Gasoline Engine Era:

The automobile had arrived in Washington County by 1920. In Pembroke Edgar Smith did
repairs and worked on bicycles and jewelry according to the Register listing. In Whiting, F. A.
Bucknam sold groceries, gas and tires. Could it have been at the same location now occupied
by Wasson's Store? Lubec seems to have been virtually an automotive center. Four
incfviduals or firms offered to do repairs, and one, the Lubec Garage Co. to sell gasoline. In
West Lubec Leeman Joy was a repairman. Edmunds and Cutler had no such services.
What is left of the early automobile era in the study era? Does the little gas station in
Dennysville belong to that time, located on the top of the hill on Main street above the river.
What remains in Lubec? Several of the garages there seem to have a respectable age. Few
people wax romantic about old gasoline stations, but they are a part of the historic landscape
and symbolize the tremendous transformation that the gasoline and diesel engines brought to
the country. These gasoline engines made roads the means of travel rather than the sea and

Cobscook Bay and truly revolutionized the directions of commerce. Trucking firms came into
existence to replace the old shipping firms. For a time Greyhound buses and their ancestors
replaced the stages. Now there is a van that runs from Machias through Whiting to Calais.
Lubec, Cutler and Eastport are not served by public transport..
Route One was improved in the 1950s and completely bypassed Edmunds, Dennysville
and the Pembrokes. For preservation purposes this was just as well. The new gas stations
and repair garages were built out along the main road, along with the motels and, now, the
convenience shops. In these settlements the old landscapes remain. Cutler, way off the main
road, has retained an enviable integrity, one definitely worth preserving. Lubec has not fared
so well. Its declined prosperity shows, as does the unplanned strip residential/commercial
development along the road in West Lubec and South Lubec. North Lubec has been spared this
so far. Trescott became depopulated, and its farmhouses and barns have in many cases fallen
into ruin or torched. The main road, route 189 from Whiting to Lubec, has had a powerful
appeal, particularly to older people. So, the automobile and truck have been mixed blessings
for preservation.

7)

O ther F u n ctio n s

Schools, churches, Grange Halls and meetings places of fraternal orders are all part of
the cultural landscape. So are Town Offices. The 1891 map of Washington County indicates the
actual locations of schools at the time all over the study area. As part of the Phase II field
work, these maps will be useful. Town annual reports indicate the presence of schools in
various places early in this century and offer recommendations for closing certain of these.
These will also be useful for the detailed survey.
Masonic and Grange Halls are found in the chief settlements of the study areas. So
are churches. These need to be specifically identified in Phase II. What should be done before
this, is to look at the histories of the orders and of the churches, placing them in historical
context. Town offices in several of the settlements — including Whiting, Cutler, and Lubec - have been moved to newly-built quarters. The older structures that housed them should be
surveyed for their significance in Phase II if they are in a settlement judged of high priority
for preservation.

No. Cutler Scenic and Historic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 1
T o w n (s ) : Cutler
H is to ric a l Name of Area: No. Cutler (19th century)
C on tem p o ra ry Name of Area: Little Machias
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b s is te n c e :
British-American Fisherman, 1760-1950
in d u s tr y :
Woodland harvest and processing: Turner Mill on Eastern Stream
Sea Harvest Processing: Smoked Herring, I900-I920
Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Linear settlement on Little Machias Bay along road from the head of Little River. Was
an area of smoke house operations at the turn of the 20th century.
N a tu ra l

Features Related to H is to ric a l C ontext:
Fairly steep hillside above road to Dennison Pt. Eastern Stream on the road to East
Machias at the head of Little Machias Bay.

S c e n ic /V is u a l R eso u rce s:
The views from the end of the road looking to Dennison Pt. and eastward are
spectacular. The views from the Little Machias Bay side were destroyed by the Naval
towers.
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C on texts:

C ontributing: Some fine unrestored Capes. At the end of the road is a New England
Large with El that has an historic appearance from the road, but has been modernized
on the water side. No signs of remaining large smokehouses.
N o n -C o n trib u tin g : Various structures.
Functions or Use:

Domestic: Agriculture (barns).

A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
None recorded in 1970s survey.
P h y s ic a l Appearance:
Area of fair prosperity.

Some of the Capes are obviously seasonal dwellings.

T e n ta tiv e B oundaries:
Watershed of Eastern Stream and western side of the "Little Machias-No. Cutler"
peninsula.

F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
Documentary: Determine if the smokehouses lasted longer than the 1890s-1920 period
and if and why there was a decline. Locate records of the sawmill operation at Eastern
Stream.
Field: Contact local historians who know locations of archeological or historical
remnants of smokehouse or sawmill and dam.
S ig n ific a n c e :
T h ird P rio rity Level.
Fishermen’s and lumberman's community now being augmented by seasonal occupants.
P re s e rv a tio n N eeds:
Conservation easement on property at end of the peninsula overlooking Dennison Pt.
and the headlands to the east.

Cutler Harbor Rural Historic and Scenic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 2

T cw n (s): C utler
H is to ric a l Name o f Area: Cutler
C ontem porary Name of Area: same
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
Su b s is te n c e :
British-American Farmers, 1760-1950
British-American Fishermen, 1760-1950
In d u s try :
Mining: Silver and copper.
Woodland Industry: Cutler Milldam Co., herring boxes; Pejepscot
Paper's pulpwood operations, 1920.
Sea Harvest Processing: Smoked herring, 1900-1910; sardines, 1900 only;
also lobster canning in 1890 only, and clams in 1920.
T r a n s p o r ta tio n :
The Horse Era:

Hotels, 1880-1920

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Harbor village on north side with road pattern defined by harbor edge . On the
south side scattered structures, mainly domestic, but a saltwater farm at end.
The road went further in 1881 and the Geodetic Survey map shows traces of it.
N atural Features Related to H is to ric a l Context:
Western Head and Eastern Knubble to north at mouth of Little River . The
estuary, presents a fiord-like landscape. Harbor well and truly described by
Varney in 1882 as "one of the best [harbors] on the Atlantic coast ... very deep
and free from ice."
S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
The whole harbor area offers abundant scenic prospects. So does the road down
from one original area of settlement to the west at the brow of the hill up from
the "Head of Harbor." Especially important is the saltwater farm visible on the
south side of harbor. The beginning of the Bold Coast at Money Cove is a scenic
treasure containing a saltwater farm.
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C o n trib u tin g : Capes, some traditional, some with Greek Revival features.
Several later 19th century vernacular versions of high-style homes.
Vernacular harbor/wharf structures. Churches and Masonic hall.
N o n -C o n trib u tin g : Some late 20th century modular and vernaculars.

Functions or Use: Domestic; Commercial/Trade (general store; hotels ?);
Social (lodges; grange?); Education (schools?); Religion (churches);
Agriculture/Fisheries (farm buildings, wharves and related sheds); Industry
(mill site)
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
1785 map shows no mill seats. 1881 map shows silver and copper mine on
northern headland. Shows mill on Schooner Stream. Investigation on foot
revealed former dam location, of Cutler Mill Dam Co. One prehistoric site at
Almore Cove (eroded).
P h ysica l A ppearance:
A general air of prosperity in the harbor area, but outside on road to Trescott,
mixed economic situations.
T e n ta tiv e B o u n d a rie s:
Watershed of Little River and harbor hillside visual boundaries back to the top
of the hill behind the "head of the harbor." At the top of the hill a first settlers'
Cape is located by an early cemetery and the road to No. Cutler.
F u rth e r Research Needs — Phase II:
Briefly consult Town Histories other than Kord, Town Annual Reports, and
other issues of The Maine Register. See town library holdings. Store or
business records might be available and could be used judiciously to round out
the historic contexts and establish significance more fully.
Detailed foot survey of structures in village. Assess significance of lodges,
churches, and commercial buildings and of forms and style of houses. Drive out
road to south of harbor to reconnoiter the buildings and see if the old way can
be followed past the saltwater farm.
On the north side see if "Mrs. Thurlow's" house (1881 map) is still there, and
if any remains of the copper and silver mine exist. Survey Almore Cove Road
to the end.
S ig n ific a n c e :
F irs t P rio rity Level.
Fishing and farming village of the 19th century with great integrity of
architecture and function.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Conservation easements on key visual/historic resources. No development of
headlands proper.
Determine eligibility for listing as a Rural Historic District on the National
Register.

Harbor Hamlets Historic and Scenic Areas
Historic Area Sheet No. 3
T o w n (s ): Trescott, Lubec
H istorical Names of Areas: Bailey's Mistake, Haycock Harbor, Moose Cove
C ontem porary Names of Areas: same

Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S ub siste nce — A g ric u ltu re and Harvest o f the Sea
British-American Farmers: 1760-1950
British-American Fishermen: 1760-1950
In d u s tr y
Sea harvest processing: smoked herring (building left); no record in Maine Register

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Hamlets on protected coves. Saltwater farms and fishing-related structures still are
present displaying an integrity that makes the settlement significant, particularly
Bailey's Mistake.
N atural Features Related to H isto rica l C ontext:
Headlands (such as Jim's Head and Balch Head at Bailey's Mistake), rolling topography,
salt marsh estuaries with streams emptying into coves, and easy access to the coast.
S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
At Bailey's Mistake headlands frame a continuous prospect of saltwater farms and
structures typical of a small coastal community
At Moose Cove and Haycock Harbor along Rte. 191, there are views down to the coves
and framing headlands.

S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C o n trib u tin g :
At Bailey's Mistake: Capes, Extended Capes and some 19th century vernacular
structures; smokehouse; wharves.
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: Far fewer structures than at Bailey's Mistake; to
be surveyed further.
N o n -C o n trib u tin g :
At Bailey's Mistake: Few! Most structures can be regarded as part of the historic area
in terms of their significance in illustrating traditional functions related to the place,
not of the popular culture of this century.
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: To be surveyed further.

Functions or Use:
At Bailey’s Mistake: Domestic (single dwellings and ones on farms);
Commercial/Trade (general store in Dixie); Social (?); Education (school ?); Religion
(churches?); Agriculture/Subsistence (farming, lobster dock?, smokehouse)
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: To be surveyed further.
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
At Bailey's Mistake: No mill seats indicated on 1785 map. No mills or buildings with
other types of commercial/industrial functions on 1881 map. Not yet surveyed for
prehistoric sites.
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: "Mill seat" at head of tide at Moose Cove listed on
Putnam’s 1785 map indicates potential archeological site. One prehistoric site
inventoried, but there may be more present.
P h ysica l A ppearance:
Bailey's Mistake is a gem of a landscape with great integrity displayed for typical
functions of a 19th century coastal hamlet. Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove have
fewer remaining features, appear less settled.
T e n ta tiv e B o u n d a rie s:
For each hamlet the settled, farmed, and lumbered areas along each of the harbors as
well as the framing headlands. Include the watersheds of the streams that empty into
each of the coves and hillside ridges, especially as seen from higher land.
F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
For each hamlet survey building forms more precisely, especially saltwater farms and
other subsistence-related structures. Ship building?
Oral history: Box makers? Other smokehouses?
Walk edges of Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove.
S ig n ific a n c e :
F irs t P rio rity Level.
At Bailey’s Mistake: A landscape of great integrity displaying typical functions of a
19th century coastal hamlet, with farming, harvesting of the sea, and woodlands
industries predominating. Contains important scenic resources and natural areas of
significance.
At Haycock Harbor and Moose Cove: Typical small bold coast settlements where
natural environment provided opportunities for fishing and farming.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Pursue Rural Historic District nomination for Bailey's Mistake. Conservation/scenic
easements on key scenic and historical resources. Encourage limited development if it
is to occur at all

Bold Coast Coves Historic and Scenic Areas
Historic Area Sheet No. 4
T o w n (s ): Cutler, Trescott, Lubec
H isto rica l Names of Areas: Almore Cove, Long Point Cove, Holmes Cove, Bog Brook
Cove, Sandy Cove, Boot Cove, Julia Cove, Hamilton Cove
C o n te m p o ra ry Names of Areas: same
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b s is te n c e — A g ric u ltu re and Harvest of the
British-American Farmers, 1760-1950
British-American Fishermen, 1760-1950

Sea:

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Occasional single homes in coves. 1881 map shows more houses along the roads.
N a tu ra l

Features Related to H isto rica l C ontext:
Small coves with cobble pocket beaches. Steep headlands frame mouths of coves.
Streams, with accompanying wetlands entering into heads of coves.

S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
Highly dramatic scenery: strong sense of uninhabited open space.
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C o n trib u tin g : Few structures remaining from earlier cove farms.
N on -C o ntribu tin g : Some seasonal dwellings.
Functions or Use: Domestic; Agriculture/Subsistence.
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
Entire area not surveyed. Three prehistoric sites on coves, though it is highly likely
that more exist.
P h y s ic a l Appearance:
Natural features offer an impressive and beautiful sense of openess and rough t
terrain that appears sparsely habitated. The structures/houses that exist vary in
condition.
T e n ta tiv e Boundaries:
For each of the coves, the beach, framing headlands, and the watershed of streams
that may flow into the coves.
F u rth e r Research Needs — Phase II:
Field: More detailed foot survey and survey by boat to determine remnant structures.
Documentary:

S ig n if ic a n c e :
Second

P rio rity

Level.

P re s e rv a tio n N eeds:
Preservation easements on the areas described by the above boundaries, allowing for
access for traditional uses. Possibly encourage limited development in character with
historic patterns if development is to take place.

West Quoddy Head/South Lubec Natural and Historic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 5
T o w n (s ): Lubec
H isto rica l Name of Area: South Lubec
C ontem porary Name of Area: same
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S ub siste nce — A g ricu ltu re and Harvest o f the Sea
British-American Farmers, 1790-1950
British-American Fishermen, 1760-1950
In d u s tr y
Sea Harvest Processing: smoked herring, 1900-1910; sardine canneries, 1890-1920
Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form:
Lighthouse and related buildings on Head. Linear settlement "street village" in So. Lubec.
Farms in strip fields to sea on north side of West Quoddy Head.
N atu ral Features Related to H istorical C ontext:
Bold coast of the Head an area for whales, sea birds; So. Lubec flats highly significant
area for waterfowl.
S ce n ic/V isu a l Resources:
Views of the Bold Coast and Grand Manan Cliffs from West Quoddy Head and the State
Park. Views of Campobello and West Quoddy Neck from So. Lubec; Lubec Neck from farms
on West Quoddy Head.
S tru c tu re s

Related to H istorical C ontexts:

C ontributing: Some Capes and later 19th century style vernaculars in So. Lubec and
West Quoddy. A few bams. A later 19th century vernacular general store (now building
supplies).
N on-C ontributing: Many modular and mobile homes and various undistinguished 20th
century vernacular structures for commercial and industrial purposes.
Functions or Use: Domestic; Agriculture/Subsistence (farming); Industry (lumber
mill); Commercial (general store).
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
None on 1785 or 1881 maps. No prehistoric sites inventoried.
P h ysica l Appearance:
So. Lubec an area of mixed shelter forms of different periods (ie no "integrity") and
mixed levels of prosperity. W. Quoddy Head and road leading out to it are sparsely
settled, but there is a fair integrity among the structures, presumably originally
fishermen’s houses with small farms.
T e n ta tiv e Boundaries:
West Quoddy Head and settled area of So. Lubec sandy coast with its flats, streams, and
marshes.

F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
Field: Identify locations, styles, and forms of significant dcmestic and commercial
structures on West Quoddy Head and in So. Lubec.
Wildlife: Any reports of migratory waterfowl on So. Lubec flats; 19th century accounts
of "harvest?"
Maine Register:
Changes in subsistence activities in area? In 1890-1911 there
were many smokehouses.
S ig n ific a n c e :
Second P rio rity Level (in te rm s o f cu ltu ra l resources).
Preserved Natural Areas: Quoddy Head State Park with upland bog and bold coast;
shoreland bog with rare and endangered plant species. Note that the flats to the north,
towards Lubec, are not yet protected.
Maritime Transportation: West Quoddy Head identified on 1785 Putnam map had an early
lighthouse constructed on it. The present one was constructed in the 1850s and is on the
National Register. The 1791 date listed in Atwood's Historic Washington County (1976)
is incorrect.
The area was a saltwater farming/fishing settlement for people possibly primarily
engaged in fishing and fish processing.
Scenic qualities strong and natural area protection important!
P re se rv a tio n Needs:
Buffers for natural areas already protected and protection for the extensive flats.
Possibly easements for properties with some interesting structures. Marshes may now
be privately owned and should be protected.

No. Lubec Scenic and Historic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 6
T o w n (s ): Lubec
H is to ric a l Name of Area: Seward's Neck
C ontem porary Name of Area: No. Lubec
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b siste n ce — A g ric u ltu re and H arvest o f the Sea
British-American Farmers, 1760-1945
I nd u s tr y
Grist mills
Sea harvest and processing: smoked herring, 1900-1920; sardines, 1890-1920
T r a n s p o r ta tlo n
Shipbuilding: boat builder Frank Hallett, 1920
The horse Era: Nemattano House, summer hotel 1920 only

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Dispersed; settlements are on first and second coves, and another well out toward the
end on hill top.
N a tu ra l Features Related to H is to ric a l C ontext:
Settlements defined by coves; hilly terrain.
S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
Many -striking" views on east side where road overlooks coves and Moose Island
(Eastport).
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C on texts:

C o n trib u tin g : Grange Hall at corner of No. Lubec Rd. and Rte. 189.
Many large Capes including several from the period of settlement in the 1790s.
Several late 19th high style vernaculars including the two Lawrence Family Queen
Annes in the central settlement on the Neck. Across from the Lawrence houses is a
frame store block next to the tidal area where until the 1970s a sardine packing plant
stood. Toward the end, another little settlement with frame church, several
vernaculars with suggestions of late 19th century styles and an extended Cape on a
hill brow.
N on -C o ntribu tin g : Some, but much of the housing stock is late 18th and 19th
century. Former high production "chicken factory" at end of road.
Functions or Use: Domestic; Commerce (gem of a turn-of-the-century store by
Lawrence complex); Social (Grange); Education (schools?); Religion; Funerary
(isolated plots); Agriculture/Subsistence (at least two working farms); Industry
(herring smokehouse still extant?); Transportation (boat building).

A rc h e o lo g ic a l F e a tu re s:
No tidal or other mill sites indicated on 1785 maps. 1881?

P h y s ic a l A p p e a ra n c e :
A fair prosperity evident in many well-kept Capes, etc.
side.

Much wooded land on western

T e n ta tiv e B o u n d a rie s :
The entire peninsula historically known as Seward’s Neck.
F u rth e r R esearch N e e d s — Phase II:
Check 1881 map for evidence of locations of mining, shipbuilding, and boat building.
In the field, locate key scenic/historic properties.
S ig n ific a n c e :
T h ird P rio rity Level.
Architecture: Area of first settlement of Lubec area, directly across from Moose
Island (Eastport), containing a great density of early Capes.
Agriculture: Has at least two working farms with early 20th century buildings.
Scenic values are strong with many striking vistas from coves or headlands.
P re s e rv a tio n N eeds:
Conservation/Preservation easements on properties with views and Capes. The
Lawrence properties might be appropriate to protect. What kind of protection would be
appropriate for farms?

Straight Bay Scenic and Historic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 7
T o w n (s ): Trescott, Lubec
H isto rica l Name of Area: No. Trescott, West Lubec
C ontem porary Names of Area: Crows Neck, Coffin's Neck, West Lubec

Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b s is te n c e —
A g ric u ltu re
British-American Farmers,

1760-1945

I n d u s try
Mining: lead
Woodland Harvest: box makers, 1855
Grist mill
Sea Harvest Processing: smoked herring, 1900-1920; sardines, 1920, only?
T r a n s p o r t a t io n
Gasoline Engine Era: Leeman Joy, 1920, repairs

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Dispersed agricultural settlement. Oral lore has it that a school, town office, and
possibly a church were located near last "Y* on Crows Neck Rd.
N a tu ra l

Features Related to H is to ric a l C ontext:
Straight Bay, tidal bay o f ecological significance (seal haul-ups, shorebirds) and
possible eagle nesting sites. Landmark elm near Little and Big Birch Points at end of
Crows Neck.

S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
Various vantage points: the Birch Points and end of Coffin’s Neck at mouth of the bay.
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C ontributing: None identified on Crows Neck. Coffin's Neck and Leadmine Rd. to be
surveyed.
N on -C o ntribu tin g : Various 20th century vernaculars, mobile homes, and remodeled
Capes. Coffin’s Neck and Leadmine Rd. to be surveyed.
Functions or Use:

Domestic; Agriculture/Subsistence.

A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
One prehistoric site at Morrison Cove. Probably others.
Site of probable tidal mill on west side of Straight Bay (1785 Putnam map indicates
"seat" and oral tradition and site inspection validate). Lead mine site on highlands at
head of Straight Bay (1881 map).
P h y s ic a l A ppearance:
An area depopulated increasingly until twenty years ago and now benefiting from an
influx of new summer and year-round people. Grown-over meadows and pastures,
with some fields still remaining open.
T e n ta tiv e B o u nd a rie s:
Visual Boundaries from Straight bay.
F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
Documentary: Study settlement on 1881 map and relate to population census to
determine changing occupational and density patterns.
Oral History: Interview Bernard Ross.
Field: Survey Leadmine Rd. and Coffin's Neck for significant structures.
S ig n ific a n c e :
S econd P rio rity L e v e l.
Natural and scenic values are of considerable significance. Prehistoric archeological
sites are likely; area has not been adequately surveyed.
An area of scattered settlement with a village center (no above-ground remnants of
latter) including a school in the 19th century. Classic saltwater farming with parttime fishing included.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Wherever possible negotiate conservation easements with landowners, especially at
areas of greatest scenic and archeological significance.

Falls Island Scenic and Historic Area
Historic Area Sheet No. 8
T o w n (s ): Trescott, Pembroke
H is to ric a l Names of Area: Falls Island, end of Crows Neck, Mahar Pt.
C on tem p o ra ry Names of Area: same, also Reversing Falls Park

Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b s is te n c e — A g ric u ltu re and Harvest o f the Sea
Native American Land and Resource Use to 1890
French Acadian Land and Resource Use, 1600-1760
British-American Farmers, 1760-1945
Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Peninsula end dispersed settlements, originally French Acadian, then BritishAmerican. Few structures remain from the 19th century towards the end of Crows
Neck and none on Mahar Pt.
N a tu ra l Features Related to H istorical C ontext:
Reversing Falls between Mahar Pt. and Falls Island; Race Pt. at the end of Crows Neck;
Mowes Mountain; tidal flows of major proportions. Critical Natural Area (tidal pool).
S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
Reversing Falls viewed from old Trescott public landing at the end of Crows Neck
Road, and from the Park on Mahar Pt.; Race Pt. from Park and locations on Crows
Neck.
S tru c tu re s

Related

C o n trib u tin g :

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

None apparent.

N o n -C o n trib u tin g : Various later 20th century domestic structures.
Extended Cape near the end of Crows Neck has been extensively remodeled.
Functions or Use: Domestic; Agriculture/Subsistence.
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
This area has the greatest density of identified prehistoric archeological sites,
including 6 on Mahar Pt., 3 on Crows Neck, 4 on Falls Island, and 1 on Denbow Neck.
Cellar holes and perimeter stone foundations for houses and barns on Crows Neck.
P h y s ic a l A ppearance:
An area depopulated increasingly until twenty years ago and now benefiting from new
year-round people; grown-over meadows and pastures, with some fields still
remaining open.

T e n ta tiv e B o u n d a rie s:
South side of Leighton's Neck including Reversing Falls Park, Falls Island, and end of
Crows Neck.
F u rth e r

R esearch

N eeds—

Phase II:

S ig n ific a n c e :
F irs t P rio rity Level.
Scenic and natural area values are very strong — including bald eagle nesting sites,
seal haulouts, and tidal pool by Trescott public landing (listed on State Critical Areas
inventory).
This was the area in Cobscook Bay of earliest settlement by French Acadians, then
British Americans. The latter farmed and made their isolated settlements the bases
for developing woodland resources in the later 18th century. In the 19th and early
20th centuries this was a farming area, although some were also engaged in fishing
(Joe Kelley from Race Pt. who according to oral tradition was a smelt fisherman).
From a cultural resource standpoint, it is the rich archeological resources, both
prehistoric and historic, that make this area highly significant. One major prehistoric
site was field tested in 1987 and is most likely an eligible National Register site. This
Historic Area has far more prehistoric sites (I3) than any others considered in this
study.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Conservation and scenic easements; outright purchase of key scenic points to prevent
development or encourage limited development.

Mill Creeks Historic Areas
Historic Area Sheet No. 9
Tow n(s): Edmunds and Whiting
H isto rica l Names of Areas: Crane's Mill/Bell Farm, Hobart's Mill
C ontem porary Name of Area: Edmunds and Whiting village
Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b s is te n c e —
A g ric u ltu re :
British-American Farmers, 1760-1950+
In d u s try :
Woodland Harvest and Processing: Very important in the area.
T r a n s p o r ta t io n :
The Horse Era: Hotel, Smith in 1890 only; carriage and wagon makers, Cranes from
1890 to I920.
The Gasoline Engine Era: Bucknam, gas and tires, I920.

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Dispersed. Farm landscapes with most of the operating farms in the study area.
Whiting village a linear settlement at the head of th tide on the Whiting estuary.
Fresh water millsite on Crane's Stream; Bell Farm at mouth of Crane's Stream.
Former tidal mill at Hobart Stream (noted on 1785 map).
N atural Features Related to H is to ric a l C ontext:
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge may include some of the proposed areas in
Edmunds.
Orange River mill sites in Whiting.
Crane's Mill Brook, the estuary and stream itself. Headlands at mouth of stream by
Beil Farm; Bell Mountain.
Hobart Stream and estuary.
Coves along the coast of the Whiting estuary.
S c e n ic /V is u a l R esources:
Open fields in the Whiting village area, some sloping down to the estuary.
Crane's Mill pond west of Rte. 1, stream and dam to the east. Crane's Mill Brook
estuary mouth and headlands close to old Rte. 1.
Bell Farm area.
At Hobart Stream, looking from Rte.1 to the east towards old Rte. 1 bridge and
widening in estuary for holding pond; also, farm fields to the west.
S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C o n tr ib u tin g :
At Bell Farm area, farmstead with 1800s farmhouse.
At Hobart Stream, frame farmhouse to north of stream on hill.

A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
Prehistoric sites identified; 2 on river, 2 on estuary.
At least one dam at south end of village on Cathance Stream. 1785 map shows another
mill seat and a mill site on Dennys River; shipyard site at other side of Rte. 1 on
Shipyard Rd.
P h y s ic a l A ppearance:
General air of prosperity in this well kept up village with its surrounding farmland and
nearby railroad landscape.
T e n ta tiv e B o u n d a rie s:
Dennys River watershed from above Dennysville Station to mouth of estuary, an
ecological and cultural unit.
F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
Check 1881 map and population and agricultural censuses. Briefly examine town
histories to enlarge context data.
Field: Town Office? Lodges? Mill sites? RR structures moved? Schools?
S ig n ific a n c e :
F irs t P rio rity Level.
Lincoln House Inn (1978) and Dennysville Historic District (1982) on National Register.
An area of multiple significance illustrating the social history of the coastal area
extremely well - with the landscape a product of a variety of human activities
involving natural resources use. Shows connection with outer world from earliest
settlement, through RR era, to modern automobile/truck era.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Area should be considered for a Rural Historic District nomination
Register, to include the cultural area of the older village Historic
Conservation easements to include visual buffers for village area
further building likely, encourage limited development to preserve
archeological resources.
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Pennamaquan Historic and Scenic
Historic Area Sheet No. 11

Area

T o w n (s): Pembroke
H istorical Name of Area: Pembroke and West Pembroke, Sipps Pt., Hersey and Leighton’s
Necks
C ontem porary Name o f Area: same

Part I: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
S u b siste n ce — A g ric u ltu re and H arvest o f the Sea
Native American Land and Resource Use
French Acadian Land and Resource Use
British-American Farmers, 1760-1945
Afro-American Family as Settlers, 1790s
In d u s try
Mining and Manufacturing: brickworks, ironworks, possibly mining
Woodland Harvest and Processing
Grist Mill
Sea Harvest Processing: smoked herring, 1920; sardines, 1890-1920
T ra n s p o rta tio n and Com m erce
Shipbuilding: 1855-1900
Transportation in the Horse Era: public houses in 1855; hotels, 1870-1920; carriage
and wagonmaker, 1880-1910
Washington County Railroad at Ayers Junction
Gasoline Engine Era: repairs in 1920

Part II: FIELD REPORT
S e ttle m e n t Form :
Coastal villages of Pembroke and West Pembroke at heads of Pennamaquan River
estuary; at the Lower Falls, dense settlement along river-side road where foundry and
mills were located. Farms on the Necks in linear settlement pattern on north side of
Leighton's Neck, dispersed pattern on Hersey Neck.
N atural Features Related to H is to ric a l Context:
Estuary with long necks on either side; river with gorges and hillsides defining what
became settled area. Pennamaquan Wildlife Management Area.
S c e n ic /V is u a l R eso u rce s:
Dramatic vistas between Hersey and Leighton's Neck (Latin’s Neck on 1785 map);
gorges of river above tidal head. Ironworks Mountain.

S tru c tu re s

Related

to

H is to ric a l

C ontexts:

C o n trib u tin g : Cape Cod Larges common, some with Greek Revival features;
vernacular domestic, commercial, and government buildings. Fairgrounds has only one
structure left. Ironworks dam remains and millpond on Rte. 1 (1950s motel along
south edge). According to 1982 History stone ironworks building remnants torn down a
few years before. Mill settlement has fine Temple fronts, Greek Revival vernaculars,
and at least one Cape associated with a Yankee side-opening barn.
N on -C o n trib u tin g : Some "remuddled;" house trailers and modular homes in
Pembroke village proper; contemporary restaurant buildings and gasoline
station/repair garages on Rte. 1.
Functions or Use: Domestic; Commerce (general stores, other?); Social (IOOF,
Masons); Education (?); Religion; Funerary; Recreation (Fairgrounds);
Agriculture/Subsistence (farming, fishing); Industry (ironworks); Transportation.
A rc h e o lo g ic a l Features:
One prehistoric site on Hersey Pt. identified and 3 on Sipps Pt.
Site of Afro-American family homestead on Sipps Pt.
Evidence of ironworks very likely.
P h y s ic a l A ppearance:
Settlements torn between traditional forms and modernization. Some fine vernaculars
destroyed in the last 25 years. A "bit shabby" but a few structures are well kept in
both villages and along the river.
T e n ta tiv e B o u nd a rie s:
Pennamaquan River Valley and the "scenic" boundaries of the estuary on the two
necks. North to include Sipps Pt.
F u rth e r R esearch Needs — Phase II:
1881 map evidence and that from population and census records.
Check for documents on ethnic community records, records of mining company and
sardine canneries; local historians' holdings.
Field survey for structures of significance in settled areas and for above ground signs
of archeological remains.
S ig n ific a n c e :
F irs t P rio rity Level.
Pennamaquan Wildlife Management Area under protection now.
Chas. Best House, West Pembroke on National Register (1982).
Settlements shaped in the 19th century by ironworks and opportunities for fish
processing and woodland industries.
Valley and estuary necks have important preservation potentials, so do West
Pembroke (south end on hill), Pembroke (northeast end), and Sipps Pt.
P re s e rv a tio n Needs:
Archeological test excavations at pre-historic sites and the probable location of the
Afro-American family settler farmstead at Sipps Pt.
Nomination for Rural Historic District to include villages, necks, and the river valley.
Conservation easements on key scenic and farm parcels on the necks.

